12 TEAMS FROM 9 COUNTRIES

ANTWERP AMSTERDAM TALENT&PRO EDMONTON LAUSANNE SPORT MANILA CHOOKS TM
OLD MONTREAL OMAHA 3BALL PRINCETON RAUDONDVARIS TAURAS RIGA UB WINNIPEG
PEOPLE REACHED

2M VIEWS

1M INTERACTIONS

100K
TV PRESENCE
• Players and staff had to present negative PCR test before arrival
• Everyone tested upon arrival, following all the protocols by FIBA Medical Commission
• Mandatory masks for players, refs and staff
• Temperature checks at hotel
• Masks for table officials
• Hand sanitizer available at the venue
• Social distancing
• Sanitized balls
• Players, refs and staff requested to stay in their rooms all the time
FIRST-EVER WOMAN TO DO PLAY-BY-PLAY ON THE 3x3 WORLD TOUR

JORDAN LIGONS
3x3 CANADIAN LEGEND STEVE SIR ANNOUNCED HIS RETIREMENT AT THE END OF THE SEASON
FAN VILLAGE
CONCERTS ALL WEEKEND
DANCE FESTIVAL ON MAIN COURT
WILSON GIVEAWAYS FOR FANS
LARGE CROWD EVEN DURING RAIN
SPAIN WON THEIR SECOND WOMEN’S SERIES STOP OF THE SEASON
WOMEN’S SERIES

CATHERINE TRAER LED CANADA TO THE SEMI-FINALS AFTER GIVING BIRTH ONLY 4 MONTHS AGO!
TEAM COMPETITION

UB (SRB) WIN SECOND WORLD TOUR MASTERS

STRAHINJA STOJACIC WAS NAMED MVP
INDIVIDUAL CONTESTS

PIOTR “GRABO” GRABOWSKI WINS PODIUM PRODUCTIONS DUNK CONTEST

KARLIS LASMANIS (RIGA) WINS WILSON SHOOT-OUT CONTEST
#3x3WT

## STANDINGS

**FIBA 3x3 WORLD TOUR 2021**

1. UB (SRB)
2. AMSTERDAM TALENT&PRO (NED)
3. RIGA (LAT)
4. LIMAN (SRB)
5. ANTWERP (BEL)
6. NOVI SAD (SRB)
7. GRAZ (AUT)
8. PRINCETON (USA)
9. SAN JUAN (PUR)
10. PIRAN (SLO)
11. NY HARLEM (USA)
12. SAKIAI GULBELE (LTU)